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The Cinematics are nice... Sadly that's it where the positives of this game ends.
- Boring level design
- Boring Fightning system
- Poor voice acting

I know that tastes are different for each of u s, but this game simply did not cut it for me here.
I stopped playing 1 hour 20 minutes into the game and reached out to valve for a refund.
So sad, cause the trailers look awesome. I have the same issue with this DLC as I do the main game. The controls are too loose
for a game that requires precision.. THIS IS A MOBILE PORT.

Now with that out of the way, let's talk about the game itself. The basic premise is to direct a mouse through a maze to get to a
piece of cheese using directional tiles as directions for the mouse. There are also additional stars in each level if you want to
100% it.

The biggest problem with the game is that it IS a mobile port. You have to drag each tile from the bottom of the screen to the
top of the screen and sometimes the game doesn't even place it in the right slot. To make matters worse, you can't move a tile
once you've placed it, meaning you're stuck with your mistake. The concept is dull, gameplay exists (I was bored by Level 3),
but the ported controls don't work and that's what really ruins this game.

I don't normally review a game, but this one was so bad that I needed to worn people.. 7.8/10. Too much water.. This game is a
very basic top-down shooter. Beating whole game and getting all achievements takes about 10 minutes if you pay attention. I
suspect that this is just a reskinned demo that came with the engine. You can find much better FREE top-down shooters all over
the Internet.
Typical Greenlight game - not absolutely terrible, but not something worth being on Steam.. you♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥.
Aaaarrrgggghhh This is freaking me out...I don't like rollercoasters because i don't like feeling nauseas and I'm terrified of
heights...This game has me walking upside down falling to a ledge below and ending up sideways from where i was before and
the most disturbing of all, walking along then bending up only to find that the path is actually now vertical and that gives me
vertigo. It is a beautifully simple looking game that on the surface looks easy but it really likes to play with my brain and try its
very best to make me squeal as vertigo kicks in and my personal phobias make my hands start to sweat.

It is inexpensive, beautifully drawn, mesmerizing and fun (when I'm trying not to be sick or grab the arms of my chair because I
think i am falling).
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So i'm the second person to review this game not including key activations so I spent money on this. It is not worth 1.99. It
should e free. It'd be a good FREE game but I wasted 2 bucks on this. Not worth it.. Pretty dang fun, although the movement
and combat feels a bit clunky. If they worked on it a bit more, it could be incredibly fun, something like Fire Emblem.. If you
are a Philip K.♥♥♥♥♥♥fan, this is definitely worth playing. This does a good job of capturing the weirdness of PKD without
directly copying much of anything. It's a combination of a walking simulator with object hunting and weird fiction. The object
hunting can get frustrating, but it is doable.. Very different, but enjoyable.. fun for a few. uninspired, repetitve gameplay with
quests that are unrewarding and basically pointless. has some odd bugs such as quests being given out of order and completing
themselves and occasional frame rate drop issues when a "boss" type appears on the screen. upgrades feel weightless and thus
continued playing and\/ or grinding becomes quickly tedious.

I recommend looking for another twin stick shooter, but if you really want to buy it.. buy it only for a few bucks at most.. I was
not sure about i care to play a game with the attack of kittens, even they disquised aliens! ..
I tested in anyway, and i loved it :)

Hope there will be more Tower defense game in VR

Love i changed my HTC vive into leneovo Mixed Reality goggles, muuuch Sharper displays.
Lenovo also have same specs(minus the built in headset) Samsung odyssey have that sadly not sell here in Europe

Anyway, everything i tryed so fare work fine with MR (the few VR stuff that not got the MR tag yet i bet get them soon)

BTW the new MR goggles default controller is also muuuch better then the HTC vive controllers.. This game is a great game.
Ya know, there aren't very many games as great as this one. It's almost like my mouse pad. It's such a great mouse pad. America
truly makes the best mouse pads in the whole world. Speaking of the world, the best game in it is this one.. quot;Crashes All The
Time
Hard To Control Vehicles
Annoying Voices And Decent AI For Bots
1/10"

That is what a mere fool would say. Someone of my current stature has corrected their opinions. Ampersand is a work of art. A
true magnum opus.
-Graphics push the gtx 1080ti to it's furthest capabilities.
-The gameplay is perfectly paced and and and and and and and and it makes me constantly HORN-engaged it makes me very
engaged.
-Learning curve is SPLENDID!
-GG 0/10. Just adventure time... :3. its cool but u beat a level and then the loader freezes at 88% and you have to restart the level
[ atleast at my case ]
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